Luminology
A bright light at Bucktown Center for the Arts

Leslie Klipsch

Luminology candles are gaining recognition for their unique style and craftsmanship.

By L e sl ie K l ipsc h

W

hen Angela Sands couldn’t find the right kind of candles for the sparkly
soiree she envisioned for her 40th-birthday celebration, she took mat-

ters into her own hands and learned how to make them herself. What began
in 2010 as the pursuit of the perfect accessory for her birthday fete has turned
into a noteworthy Davenport-based business that brings stylish and sustainable
design to the Quad-Cities.
Featured on influential design blogs like Apartment Therapy and Design
Crush, and included in must-have gift lists published in The Huffington
Post and Chickpea Magazine, Ms. Sands’ candles are both unique and
cutting edge.
Made from locally sourced soy wax, Luminology candles do not contain
paraffin, which is a known toxin common to most candles. The all-natural
wooden wick is made from American hardwood and looks lovely against the
creamy soy wax. The oils that produce the subtle aroma of each candle are
blended by hand and are free of phthalates. The food-safe porcelain vessels
that hold the candles are handmade by ceramicist Lisa Jones of Portland-based
Pigeon Toe Ceramics and can be repurposed and integrated into daily life
when the candle is used up.
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Ms. Sands has a clear appreciation of
quality craftsmanship and authentic design.
“When I began Luminology, I didn’t want

lot of inspiration from what happens naturally,” she says softly.
Because Luminology candles sell for

to become another manufacturer that simply

$55 (mini candles are priced at $18), Ms.

cranked things out from overseas,” she tells

Sands says that part of her challenge is

me as she explains the ideology behind her

to educate people about the idea behind a

product. “I don’t live my life like that.”

high-end candle. “It’s not just a candle,” she

She describes her own style as minimal

explains. “There is such breadth and width

with a modern bent. She loves earthy and

to the product. It’s a candle and it’s a beauti-

natural colors and materials — a prefer-

ful piece of art. The candles I sell are artisan

ence that has influenced her graceful artisan

— they’re all made by hand, every step of

candles. Ms. Sands, who is also a graphic

the way.”

designer, says she is most often inspired by

Another original feature of Luminology

nature. “I feel that nature is the perfect sys-

candles is that customers who invest in

tem. It’s so beautiful and inspiring. I draw a

the initial product can visit the studio at

you deserve…
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Bucktown Center for the Arts to have their
ceramic candle vessels refilled for $18.
Because the ceramic bowls are food-safe,
customers can alternately opt to use them in
the kitchen.
The sustainable nature of this luxury is
part of its allure. “It’s part of the art, but it
also performs a function,” Ms. Sands says.
“You’ll be able to keep it and treasure it
because it’s beautiful and unique.”

Ms. Sands’ favorites
Because she prefers subtle scents, each
of Ms. Sands’ candles has a soft, natural fragrance that comes from the hand-mixed oils
that influence the velvety soy wax. Currently,
Ms. Sands is enjoying a candle from her
vault collection — Orchard, which has hints

Leslie Klipsch

Top: Angela Sands, owner of Luminology. Below: Luminology candles are made of locally sourced soy
wax and feature a handmade porcelain vessel.
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No Closing Costs
No Application Fee
No Appraisal Fee

Take advantage of this
great 10 year, low fixed rate
mortgage with no closing
costs and pay off your home
sooner than later!

3.50

Call 563-355-0152 or go to
www.ascentra.org for complete details

Listening, caring, doing what’s right.
*Rate based on approved credit. Borrow up to 75% of assessed value or 80% of appraised value. Current rate of 3.50% APR
includes auto payment rate discount. Other limitations may apply. Check with your tax advisor on deductibility. Loans subject to
approval. Rates, terms and conditions subject to change without notice. Must be new 10 & Done Loan. EX: A $50,000 10 &
Done! Mortgage Freedom Loan for a term of 120 months with a 3.50% APR, the monthly payment which does not include taxes
and insurance premiums, will be $494.66.
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a visit to the Luminology studio and have
enjoyed hours of its soft light, pleasant scent,
and occasional crackle of the wooden wick.

Why you should go
Think of Luminology as a small, local
slice of Room and Board or Anthropology.
You’ll love the clean, elegant design of the
candles on display in the front of the bright,
open shop, and you’ll be impressed by the
thoughtfulness of the production process as
you catch a glimpse of Ms. Sands’ workspace
in the back.
You’ll also find a small collection of
work by other artisans. Whimsical stationary from Rifle Paper Co., lovely textiles
from the South African illustrator and textile
Leslie Klipsch

The selection at Luminology is always changing
with a mixture of best sellers like Sanctuary (blue
agave, cacao, sea salt and vetiver) and ‘retired’
favorites pulled from the vault.

designer Skinny laMinks, and handsome
companion porcelain from Pigeon Toe
Ceramics are all attractive and unique to the
Bucktown-based shop.

of Comice pear, brandy and cumin that
remind her of apple and pear picking with her
two children. Each month, a retired candle is

When you should go
Luminology is open

pulled from the Luminology vault and made

from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m.

available along with the new series, creating

Wednesdays through

an air of anticipation for regular customers.

Saturdays at Bucktown
Center for the Arts, 225 E.

My favorites
I love burning candles in my home,
and found each scent I experienced in Ms.
Sands’ studio pleasing. I was most drawn to
the earthy charm of the Countryside (amber,
vanilla and cedar wood) and Courtyard (eastern amber, lotus and musk) candles. I took a
mini Courtyard candle home with me after
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2nd St., Davenport. Shop
online at luminologyshop.com.
Each month in The Gold Standard, Leslie Klipsch,
a freelance writer and editor based in Davenport,
shines a spotlight on the gems of the Quad-Cities
area — the unique people, businesses and trends
— for Gold Book readers. She enjoys reading,
cooking, spending time with her husband and
their three young children, and exploring all that
the Quad-Cities has to offer.
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Same care & compassion as always
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Call 563-359-5510

3475 Jersey Ridge Rd., Davenport, Iowa
www.QCDentistry.com
Practicing General Dentistry since 1983.
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